Introduction
Mechanisms may have different types of joints, such as linear, rotary, sliding, or spherical. Although spherical joints are common in many systems, since they posses multiple degrees of freedom, and thus, are difficult to control, spherical joints are not common in robotics, except in research. Most robots have either a linear prismatic joint or a rotary revolute joint 1 . To describe the translational and rotational relationships between adjacent links, Denavit and Hartenberg proposed a matrix method of systematically establishing a coordinate system to each link of an articulated chain. The Denavit-Hartenberg D-H representation results in a 4 × 4 homogeneous transformation matrix representing each link's coordinate system at the joint with respect to the previous link's coordinate system. Thus, through sequential transformations, the end effector expressed in the hand coordinates can be transformed and expressed in the base coordinates which make up the inertial frame of this dynamic system 2 .
Calculating the position and orientation of the hand of robot is called forward kinematic analysis. In other words, if all robot joint variables are known, using forward kinematic equations, one can calculate where the robot is at any instant 1 .
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Figure 1:
Settle of frames and end effector according to steps.
A robot manipulator is often designed as spatial open chain in which each joint is actuated. The kinematics equations of the open chain define the position of the end effector for a given set of values for the joint parameters. It is also necessary to be able to compute the joint parameter values that provide a desired position for end effector. This is known as the inverse kinematics problem in robotics 3 .
Three serial chains with 3-dof each connect the fixed link to the end effector link 4, 5 . Mechanism of RPPP robot is studied in this paper. This mechanism is used for rising with constant velocity along fixed axis at screw plane. Design and equations of matrix of mechanisms are given in Section 2.
Presentation of RPPP
RPPP mechanism and its special tasks are dealt with in this paper. The first main function is to rise with a constant velocity of the end effector at a constant direction. Its other functions are to come back and to displace the constant axis Figures 1 and 2 .
At the rising and returning time, a constant pressure is done to the constant axis. The pressure is fixed if pistons have an expressed pressure at any time. Firstly let us write kinematic equations for RPPP.
The frames of mechanism which we investigated can be seen in Figure 1 , where
2.1 a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 are latest lengths of L 1 , L 2 , L 3 . a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 are known as
2.2
a i is a function of θ i and θ i is a function of a i too, in Figure 3 . Point values at the constant axis for θ i are as follows. 
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The end effector rises with fixed speed along vector − → a 0, y, z 0 when the base frame is at point 0, 0, 0 .
The turning back motion is an inverse of rising. The skid motion is a displacement of fixed frame from x 0 , 0, z 0 to x 0 , 0, z o z . Now we can define the general procedure, based on Denavit-Hartenberg representation, to assign frames to each joint.
D-H parameters belonging to mechanism RPPP are calculated as in Table 1 . We wrote the motion matrix with a different method, instead of using the D-H parameters.
A translation vector according to Figure 4 is
Consequently we obtained the motion matrix as
2.5
Mathematical Problems in Engineering There is not any pressure to vertical axis in this machine as it is. If the machine is used with different purposes, such as painting, sandpaper, it must make a press to vertical axis.
While the output lengths of pistons are L i , if the output of pistons are L i ε i , the pistons make a pressure to a barrier. The fixed pressure belongs to the initial value which we determined. So
is obtained with Thales theorem and from Figure 4 . At the same time, the following equalities are obtained with information from Figure 4 .
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L i L 0 cos θ i , − −−− → OP y i L tan θ i , w i v L i , ε i L i L i−1 ε i − 1, L i w i v : constant, ε i w i − 1 w i ε i−1 .
2.7
These equalities are used at correlation between L, w and ε. cor ε, w approaches to −1 from
cor ε, L approaches to 1 because
cor L, w approaches to −1 because 
Experimental Result and Discussions

Conclusions
In this paper, RPPP mechanism, in which we used kinematical equations and we gave a design and a numeric sampling, is a prototype for a pressing. The machine is apt for being used especially in the specialized aims. The pistons conducting translation are of hydraulic structure and should be considered to be controlled with double sensors. And finally, if we add ε to L, then we can make a little press to fixed axis. Results of significance tests between L, ε and w are appropriate for the expectations. While ε and w have positive correlation, both ε, L and L, w have negative correlation but significant.
